TECHNOLOGY
EXPENSE
MANAGEMENT
Manage recurring technology expenses and automate the process of invoice
receipt, allocation, validation, approval, and payment with MDSL’s TEM Solution.

Clients

350+

Clients with the largest, most
complex global technology needs
across all industry verticals

Customer Retention Rate

98%

GAIN INSIGHT. REDUCE COSTS.
Centrally optimize enterprise technology expenses.
MDSL’s Technology Expense Management (TEM) Solution gives organizations the
ability to manage their telecom, mobility, and IT inventory across vendors, accounts,
and locations, while validating expenses in an automated fashion. Invoices are
tracked through each stage in the lifecycle for easy retrieval while automated
allocations and centralized email approvals reduce processing times and eliminate
late fees. After validation against contracted rates and proper approvals are received,
interfaces between financial systems provide seamless communication between
multiple business units within the organization.

Customer retention rate with average
client tenure more than 10 years

Spend Under Management

$12B+

Enterprises trust MDSL to manage over
$12 billion in global technology spend.

Mobile Devices Under Management

1.8M+

And growing. MDSL’s MMS offerings
continue to expand globally.

MDSL provides a variety of managed services to transfer non-core activities in
managing and optimizing expenses to our MDSL experts. Our teams allow you to
focus on your core business while offloading the menial, time consuming tasks in
managing the billing process to ensure your bills are paid on time and allocated
appropriately within the enterprise.

CERTIFICATION AND COMPLIANCE.

Engaging with a vendor that is compliant across security, availability, and financial
controls is critical for your business. MDSL holds core values in protecting our clients
data and processes and are compliant across a variety of areas, including SOC 1/2,
GDPR, ISO 270001:2013, and US-EU Privacy Shield.

FULLY INTEGRATED SOLUTION SET.

TELECOM EXPENSE MANAGEMENT

The MDSL platform provides solutions for organizations interested in managing the
full lifecycle of telecom, mobility, cloud, and the internet of things (IoT) through our
integrated software platform and industry-leading services.

Manage the full telecom invoice lifecycle,
automating the receipt through payment process
while validating contracted rates

CLOUD AND IOT MANAGEMENT

Your environment is unique. Your security requirements, IT and other human
resources, existing systems, and budget all affect which MDSL delivery option is right
for your organization. We consult with your teams to determine the right choice
because your goals are the same as ours. We want your solution to be quickly
implemented, adopted, and fully utilized within the enterprise to generate benefits
as soon as possible and embrace the solution over the long term.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE.
No matter where your pain point lies within your technology infrastructure, MDSL
has a solution that will not only help you manage it, but will bring visibility into how
it is managed through configurable data views and dashboards. MDSL solutions
use robust drag-and-drop reporting capabilities to visualize your data with endless
possibilities, providing powerful analytics to make informed decisions for your
future.
Dashboards can be fully white-labeled to fit your organization’s brand guidelines so
admins can share read-only versions of your dashboards within your organization,
restricting information based on role-based access to the application.

Harness the power of newfound technologies like
cloud and IoT and protect against misuse, zero
use services, and abnormal usage.

INVENTORY AND EXPENSE AUDIT
Manage your telecom and technology inventory
in a single database and establish baseline
contracted rates for automated expense auditing

AUTOMATED COST ALLOCATION
Eliminate manual cost coding and let the
platform handle custom cost center and general
ledger allocations at summary or detail levels

CENTRALIZED EMAIL APPROVALS
Configurable email approval chains with variable
approval levels ensure flexibility across all
accounts and billing types

DISPUTE MANAGEMENT
Centralized management of vendor disputes
through expense with unique dispute numbers
and vendor communication tools

INVOICE PAYMENT SERVICES
Interface with your internal AP system or handoff the payment duties to MDSL entirely and
eliminate late fees to close the invoice lifecycle

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Manage a library of contracts, receive reminders
for expiring agreements, and link individual rates
to actual inventory

TELECOM EXPENSE
MANAGEMENT (TEM)

MANAGED MOBILITY
SERVICES (MMS)

CLOUD, IOT, AND IT ASSET
MANAGEMENT

USAGE REPORTING
AND ANALYSIS

AUTOMATED PROCUREMENT
AND EBONDING

CENTRALIZED APPROVALS AND
AUTOMATED COST ALLOCATION

We also received $850K in auditing refunds
with additional refunds pending.”
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800.456.6061
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